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INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a ring, and M a bimodule over R. The trivial extension R x M is as 
abelian group R @ M and the multiplication is given by (I, m)(r’, m’) = 
(rr’, rm’ + mr’). Palmer and Roos give in [l l] an almost general formula for 
the global homological dimension of R x M. However, their proof is incom- 
plete. They want to prove that a spectral sequence degenerates, but they only 
give a proof of the fact that the first differential is zero. In this note, we prove 
that also the higher differentials are zero. Moreover, our methods (very 
similar to those in [Ill) give a completely general formula for the global 
homological dimension of R x M (and also for wgldim R x M). It was an 
idea of Roos that “multiple-Tot-” should be relevant to compute wgldim 
R x M. He found the definition in [lo] ( “multiple-Tar” is defined there in a 
more complicated situation, which will not be studied in this note). Let U be 
a left R-module, and V a right R-module. The definition of Tor 
(V, M, M,..., M, U) is as follows. Choose a projective resolution P, of U, 
choose a projective resolution of the complex M @ P, (to do this, observe 
that the category of complexes is an abelian category with enough projectives 
or use the method given in the last chapter of [l]), take the associated simple 
complex of this resolution, apply the functor M @ m, and so on. Apply at 
last the functor V @ . and take the homology of the corresponding complex. 
One can show that the definition is independent of the choice of projective 
resolutions. One of the main results in this note is: wgldim R x M < n + 
Tor,( V, M ,..., M, U) = 0 (p copies of M) for allp, q > 0 such that p + q = 
n + 1 and all left R-modules U, and all right R-modules V. 
Palm& and Roos make the following assumption on M in [l 11 (which is 
not true in general): M has a resolution g, consisting of R-bimodules that 
are flat as left (or right) R-modules. (ThiS is true for instance if R is com- 
mutative and M is symmetric.) In this case, we have Tor( V, M,..., M, U) = 
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H(P,(V) @QL @ ... @Q* @ P*(U)), where P*(U) (resp. P*(I)) is a 
projective resolution of U (resp. V). Hence, our result generalizes [I I]. The 
formula for gldim R x n/; is also valid, with an obvious change of notations, 
for gldim (&,F) (cf. [4] or [5]) if & is an abelian category with enough 
projectives and injectives and F is a right exact functor, which has a right 
adjoint. 
SUMMARY 
In Section 1, we study the general concept of the “iterated homology of a 
composed functor”. We make frequent use of [2, Satz 3.11 and I wish to 
thank Gunnar Sjiidin, who made the usefulness of the theorem clear to me. 
“Multiple-Ext” and “Multiple-To? are studied in Section 2. Section 3 is a 
self-contained development of the homology theory for trivial extensions 
(more details can be found in [4]). 
In Section 4, we construct a spectral sequence, that converges to 
Exth.t(( U, fh (VP 0)). 
(A left R x M-module is given by a left R-module U and a map 
f: M @ U --+ U such that f o (1M @f) = 0.) There are no new ideas in 
Sections 3 and 4, all of them can be found essentially in [ 111. In Section 5, 
we prove that all the differentials in the spectral sequence above are zero if 
f = 0. 
Section 6 is an application to the theory of commutative local noetherian 
rings. (This application was shown to me by Jan-Eric Roos.) Let (R, m) 
be such a ring, and M a finitely generated R-module. The Poincare-series 
PRM is defined by PRM(z) = Cue dim, ToriR(K, M)zi (k = R/m). We prove 
the following: Pi,,(z) = PRk(z)( 1 - zPRM(z))-l. Gulliksens proof of this in 
[9] uses Massey-operations, and as he notes, the formula shows that if 
Serre’s hypothesis is true, that PRk is rational for every ring R, then also, 
PRM is rational for every finitely generated module M. (At this point, the 
reader may wish to refer to the Appendix for a summary of the notation used 
throughout the paper. 
1. ON ITERATED HOMOLOGY 
Let %? be an abelian category with enough injectives (projectives). Then, 
X, X+, X- are abelian categories with enough injectives (projectives). We 
only treat the case of X+ (the case &‘“- is dual to X+, because .X-(g) N 
%+(@‘n)). This can be proved directly (cf. [7, Lemma 11.5.2.1, p. 361) but 
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also can be seen as a special case of the theory of trierid extensions (cf. [4,. 
Example 4.15, p. 841): S+ is a trivial extension of the category nN %. 
Indeed let F: I& V -+ nN V be defined by F(KO, K1 ,...) = (0, K”, K1 ,... ). 
A complex is an object A E nN %? and a map d: FA ---f A such that d . Fd = 0. 
A map between two complexes (A, d) and (A’, d’) is a map f : A --f A’ such 
that 
FA Ff l FA’ 
d 
1 
d' 
1 
A f+ A’ 
commutes. 
We now know how the projectives and injectives in X+ look. (Observe that 
F has a right adjoint G, G(K”, A?,...) = (Kl, A?,...).) The projective objects in 
X+ are of the following form: 
FFP @ FP 
pen% P projective, 
N 
FP@P 
or written in a more familiar way: 
i.e., precisely the projective complexes, which are homotopic to zero. The 
injective objects in Z+ are of the following form: 
GIOl 
GGI @ GI 
IEl--pK I injective, or, 
N 
(i 3 
O------+IO@I1- I1 @I” (“0 i), . . . . 
i.e., injective resolutions of injective objects. 
To write K* E Xf as a subobject of an injective object, we only choose 
injectives I* and monomorphisms fn: K” -+ In and construct the following 
diagram: 
o-IO@I’ ------+Il@P -13@13- ... 
(f%f'&t (f',fWI (f2,f*d2) 1 
O------+KO-K~~K~A*.*. 
do d' 
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There is a similar construction of projective resolutions, but the injective 
resolutions have nicer properties according to 
LEMMA 1.1. Let K* E 3?+. There is an injective resolution of K*. (See 
Appendix for the definition). 
Proof. Choose an injective resolution of K* in category sense and take the 
associated simple complex of the corresponding double complex. Q.E.D. 
The following lemma is in Dold [2, Satz 3. loPI (the premises there, however, 
are more general, and they may be still more general, according to SjBdin). 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose given X*, Y*, I* E 37+ with I” injective for each n 
and a quism f: X* % I*. Then, 
@: [I*, Y*] + [x*, Y*] 
is an isomorphism, @ is defined by @[g] = [g 0 f 1. 
Proof. See [2]. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Ifr$I1 *% I,* is a q&n and Iin is injective for each n 
(i = 1,2), then $ is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. See [2]. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose the following diagram is given 
I* 4* 
f 
ti 
fl 
ri 
K* * + K1*, 
where the vertical maps are injective resolutions. Then, there exists a map 
4: I* --+ II*, with [c$] uniquely defined, such that $f and fl+ are homotopic. If 
4 is a quism, then I* and II* are homotopy equivalent. 
Proof. Lemma 1.2 yields an isomorphism [I*, 1r*] --t [K*, I,*]. Hence, 
there is $: I* + 11* such that $f and fi$ are homotopic, and [$] is uniquely 
defined. If 4 is a quism, then so is $, and hence, a homotopy equivalence 
according to Corollary 1.1. Q.E.D. 
LetVs, %I ,..., %a+1 be abelian categories, VO ,. . . , Wn with enough injectives 
and T, , T1 ,..., T,, covariant additive functors, T,: hp, -+ %?i+l i = 0, I,..., n. 
Let A E %Y,, . Choose an injective resolution I,,* of A. Inductively, we choose 
an injective resolution &* of Ti-,(&) i = 1, 2,..., n. 
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DEFINITION. H*(T, , T,..., ,..., T,)(A) = H*(T&*)) is called the 
iterated (co)homology of T, ,..., T,, in A. 
The definition is independent of the choice of the complexes Ii* 
i = 0, l,..., 7t, according to Corollary 1.2. 
Spectral Sequences 
Let .I,** be an injective resolution of T,&I,*_,) in the sense of Cartan- 
EiZenberg (see [l]). We get the following two spectral sequences 
E,9p = IP’((FT,o T&, T,-l ,..., T,) 2 H*(Tn ,..., T,), 
.f?F = R=T,(HP(T,+l ,..., To)) : H*(Tn ,..,, T,). 
It is the second spectral sequence that requires resolutions in the sense of 
Cartan-Eilenberg. When the spectral sequences arise in practice, they are 
easy to derive directly (at least in this paper). 
Remark. Some of the functors T,, ,..., T, may be contravariant and we 
may also start with a projective resolution of A E ‘ipo . But we must always 
choose injective resolutions of complexes in X+ and projective resolutions 
of complexes in X-. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. {I?( T, ,.. . , T,,)( -)}oO is an exact &fumtor (in general 
not universal). (For the terminology see Grothendieck [S]). 
Proof. Corollary 1.2 shows that Hi( T, ,..., To)(-) is a functor. Suppose, 
that we have a commutative diagram of complexes in X+ with exact rows: 
O----+A,*----+A,*---+A,*-0 
O-A*’ 1 - A;’ - A*‘-0. a 
By general theory for injective resolutions in category sense (e.g., regard the 
diagram as one exact sequence of double complexes) we may construct a 
commutative diagram of double complexes “lying above” the given one and 
consisting of injective resolutions of A,*, A2*,... (in category sense). Take 
associated simple complexes. We get commutative diagrams with exact rows: 
o- II* - I,* - Is* -0 
O-----+A,*---+A,*-A,*-0 
(The vertical maps are injective resolutions.) 
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a similar primed diagram, and 
0 - II* --I,* -+ Is* -+o 
1 1 1 
0 -+ If;“’ - I*’ 2 ~+I~‘-----+0 
Apply the appropriate functor T, and repeat the construction. At last we 
use that (Hi}s, is an exact a-functor on Xf. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Suppose T,, ,..., T, are covariant functors. In computing 
H*(Tn ,..., To)(A) one my replace the complex Ii* with a complex Q*, where Q” 
is Ti-exact for each n (i.e., RqT,(Q”) = 0 q 3 1) provided Ti is left exact. 
Proof. Suppose that we have a quism qi: Ti-,(I~,) ---f Q”, where Q” is 
Ti-exact for each n. Choose an injective resolution 4: Q* --f I** in category- 
sense. Then, J$: Q* - J’I** is a quism and Ti(jI**) is the “right” complex 
to continue the computation with. Furthermore, J- T,($): Ti(Q*) -+ s Ti(I**) 
is a quism, because there is a spectral sequence with E,( T6(+)) S- s Ti($) and 
&(T,(#J)) is an isomorphism, since RqTi(p) = 0 for q > 1 and ROT@) = 
Ti(Q’% 
2. MULTIPLE-Ext AND MULTIPLE-T• 
Let Ri, i = l,..., n be rings, Mi , i = l,..., n - 1 be R,+,-R,-bimodules, 
V a right R,-module, and U a left RI-module. Let 
Ti = Mi @R1 . : R,-Mod -+ Ri+,-Mod, i = l,..., n - 1 
Tn = v@R,, * : R,--Mod -+ Z-Mod. 
DEFINITION. Tor,( V, M,-, ,..., Ml , U) = H*( T, ,..., TJ U). 
Let 
Ti' = ' @R,,+l--( M,pi : Mod-R,+,-, ---f Mod-R,mi , i = l,..., n - 1 
and 
T,’ = . OR1 U: Mod-R, ---f Z-Mod. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Tor,( V, Mnel ,..., Ml , U) = H,( T,‘,..., T,‘)(V). 
Proof. Choose a projective resolution Q*s --f V, and inductively projective 
resolutions Q*i -+ Q!.’ @ Mnei, i = l,..., n - 1. Choose in the same way a 
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projective resolution P,O -+ U and projective resolutions P,i + A& @ Py’ 
i = l,..., n - 1 
Tordv, JG..l ,..., Ml, U) 
= H,. V @ P$-‘) = H, (s Q*” @ Prl) 
= H, (j- Q*” 0 Mm-, 0 P$-” ) =H,(/Q.+‘@P$-‘) = ... 
= H*(Q;-‘0 U) = H*(T;,..., T,‘)(V). Q.E.D. 
Let Si = Hom,i+l(Mi, *): Ri+,-Mod -+ R,-Mod, i = l,..., n - 1. Let 
V E RI-Mod, U E R,-Mod, So = HomRI( V, .), and S = HornsA., U). 
DEFINITION. Ext*( V, MI ,..., Mn-, , U) = H*(S, ,..., S,,)(U). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Ext*(V, MI ,..., M,-l, U) = H*(S, T,-l ,..., T,)(V). 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 2.1. Q.E.D. 
Special cases. 
n = 1. 
Tor( V, U) = usual Tor. Ext( V, U) = usual Ext. 
n = 2. 
Tor,(K M, u) = L+(- 8~~ M ORE -)(v, u>. 
Ext*( V, M, U) = R* Horn&M OR1 a, -)( V, U). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let R be a ring, and M an R-b&nodule. Suppose 
Tor,s(M, M@) = 0, i > 1, r 3 1. Then, for allr 
Ext*(V, M(r)M, U) = R” Hom,(M@r @ a, -)(V, U), 
Tor,(V, M(r)M, U) = L,(. OR M@ OR -)(V, U). 
Proof. Tor,(M, MBr @I P) = Tori(M, MBr) @ P = 0, i > 1, r 2 1, if P 
is projective. Hence, M@r @P is (M OR .)-exact for I 2 1. Now, apply 
Proposition 1.2. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let M be a bimodule over a ring R. The following are 
equivalent 
(i) ToriR(Mmr, M) = 0, i > 1, Y > 1, 
(ii) ToriR(M, Mgr) = 0, i > 1, r > 1, 
(iii) Toq(M(r)M) = 0, i > 1, r 3 2. 
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Proof. We prove (i) 0 (iii) (( ) ii d iii is analogous). There is a spectral ( ) 
sequence: 
EE, = Tor,(Tor,(M(r)M), M) : Tor,(M(r + l)M) 
Suppose (iii) is true. Then, ToriR(M, M) = 0 for i 2 1, and for r > 2 the 
spectral sequence degenerates and gives 
Tor,(Mor, M) = Tor,(M(r + l)M) = 0, (n 3 1). 
Suppose (i) is true. We prove (iii) by induction over Y. For Y = 2 it is trivial. 
Suppose Tor,(M(r)M) = 0 for 4 3 1. Then, the spectral sequence 
degenerates and we get Tor,(M(r + l)M) N Tor,(M@?, M) = 0, (n 3 1). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let R be a ring and Ma bimodule over R. Suppose M has 
a resolution Q.+ --f M consisting of bimodules Qi that aye flat as right or left 
R-modules (cf. Palmiy-Roos [ll]). Let U, V E R-Mod, V’ E Mod-R. Let 
P, -+ V, P,’ + V’ be projective resolutions and U -+ I* an injective resolution. 
Then, 
Ext*(V, M(r)M, U) = H* s Hom,(QF’ @ P, , I*), 
and 
Tor*(V’, M(r)M, U) = H, 
I 
(P*’ @ Qp @ P*). 
Proof. If Qi are right R-flat, the first formula is just the definition (use the 
adjointformula Hom(Q @ P, I) = Hom(P, Hom(Q, 1)) and observe that 
Hom(Q, I) is injective). The second formula, and the first formula when Q1 
are left R-flat, follows from the Propositions 1.2, 2.1, and 2.2. 
3. ON Wwd(~,f), (v, 0)) 
Let R be a ring, and M a bimodule over R. The trivial extension R x M 
is as abelian group R @ M and the multiplication is given by (Y, m)(r’, m’) = 
(IT’, rm’ + my’). A left R x M-module is given by a left R-module U and a 
mapf:M@U--+Usuchthatf~(M@f)=O.Ifu~Uand(r,m)~R~M, 
then (I, m)u = YU + f  (m @ u). A map between two modules (U, f) and 
(V, g) is a map $J: U -+ V (R-homomorphism) such that 
u d ’ v. 
commutes. 
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(0, M) is an ideal in R x 44, (0, AI)2 = 0, and we have a ringepimorphism 
R x M-+ R (- R x M/(0, M)) given by (Y, m) -+ r. This gives an 
“adjoint-situation”: 
R x M-Mod + R-Mod, 
where C is the tensorproduct-functor and 2 is the forgetful-functor. 
C(U,f)-(U,f)/(O,M)(U,f)~U/irnf =cokerf, Z(V)=(V,O). 
Hence, we get the following adjoint-formula: 
HomRxM(( U, f), (K 0)) = Homdcokerf, V. 
Standard resolutions in R x M-Mod 
There is another ring-homomorphism relating R and R x M, namely, 
R + R x M given by Y  -+ (I, 0). This gives the adjoint-situation: 
R-Mod ---% R x M-Mod, 
5-- 
where TU=(RXM)@,U=((M@U)@U,(~~))~~~D(V,~)=V. 
Hence, Hom,,,( TU, (V, g)) = Hom,( U, V). 
Let (U, f) E R x M-Mod. Write U as a quotient of a projective R-module 
PO . By Hom,(P, , u) = Hom,,,( TP, , (U, f >>, we get a map TPo + (U, f 1 
and this map is surjective. Let (K, A) be the kernel of TP, -+ (U, f ). Write K 
as a quotient of a projective R-module PI. We get an exact sequence 
Tp, - Tp, - (U,f) ---f 0. Repeating the construction, we get a projective 
resolution (K, , g.+) -+ (U, f), where for each n, (K, , g,J = TP, and P,, 
is a projective R-module (observe that it would be misleading to write 
(K,, g*) as TP* y cf. Section 4). The following formula is fundamental 
(VG R-Mod): 
J%hN,f)~ W, ON = Hn HomRxd(K+ , g*>, (J’, 0)) 
= H” Homa(coker g, , V) 
= H” HomR(P, , V). (1) 
Similarly, we get a formula for Tor,RX”(( V, 0), (U, f )), V E Mod-R: 
(V,O) ORxM(U,f) = V’ORR) CbxM(U>f) = ~OR(RORXM(U,~N 
= v @R coker f .  
Hence, 
TorfXM((K 01, (V,f)) = WO @R Pd (2) 
Remark. 0 -+ (im g, 0) -+ (V, g) -+ (coker g, 0) + 0 is an exact sequence, 
whence, kd( U, f) < n e Exti?$, ((U, f), (V, 0)) = 0 for all Ire R-Mod, and 
lgldim R x M < n 9 Extg$(( U, 0), (V, 0)) = 0 for all U, VG R-Mod. 
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4. CONSTRUCTION OF A SPECTRAL SEQUENCE CONVERGING TO 
Wh,((U, f>, (K 0)) 
Notations are as above. (K, , g.J + (U,f) is described by the following 
diagram: 
K,: ... - M@P,@P, - M@P&P,, A U - 0 
It follows that the differential on K, is of the form (“pa i), where d is the 
differential on P* and h: P, -+ S(M @ P.+) is some map of complexes. 
Hence, we get an exact sequence of complexes: 0 -+ M @ P, -+ K, + P, -+ 0. 
Moreover, K, -+ U is a resolution of U, but not projective in general. 
Therefore, we want to replace M @ P, by a projective complex. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose 0 + A, + B, - C, -+ 0 is a semisplit exact 
sequence of complexes (A*, B*, C* E X-), i.e., B, is the “mapping cone” of a 
map 4: C, -+ SA, . Suppose pa: P,A -+ A, and pc: P,C + C, are projective 
resolutions. Then, there is a projective resolution pB: PkB ---f B, such that 
0-P,A-P*B -4 P,C-----+O 
PA 11 PB l\ PC ii (*) 
0- A, - B, - C, -0, 
commutes with exact rows. 
Further, suppose (*) is given, with P,B = the mapping cone of $, then 
P,C - 6 + SP,A 
commutes module homotopy. 
Proof. Corollary 1.2 gives us the map 4 and a homotopy j: $pc + SPA& 
Define (P,“, d,) as 
[CA 0 pnc, ($’ $1 
(d’ is the differential of P,A, d” of P,c), and 
pB = (pd* $). 
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A simple computation shows that, “pB is a chain map” is equivalent to 
“j is a homotopy from #pc to SPA@‘. ps is a quism according to the 5-lemma. 
Conversely, suppose (*) is given. From the commutativity of (*) it follows 
that 
for some j, and from above, j is a homotopy: +ppc + SpA$. Q.E.D. 
Choose a projective resolution of M @ P, , pO: X,O 3 M @ P, and 
inductively projective resolutions, p”: X,% 3 M @ X$-l. According to 
Lemma 4.1, we may construct x,,* such that 
o-x*0- K0* -P*-0 
O---+M@P,- K, -P,-0. 
commutes with exact rows. Since K, + U is a resolution, I&, is a projective 
resolution of U. Inductively, we construct K,,, for n >, 1, such that for n 3 1 
(X,’ = P,): 
O------+X*” %R 75* l xn,-l-0 
O- M@Xn,-‘--+ M 0 &* - M @ X”,-” - 0, 
commutes with exact rows, 
k?.+., becomes a double complex, by x,,* + Xn*_’ - l&-i* . We have the 
following picture: 
*.*-PI * PO 
* f-l 
\ \ 
... -+ x,0 @ PI - X()O@Po -- tr 
\ F tj 
. - * - x,1 @ x,0 -x,l@~~~--M@~ 
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The diagram is commutative to the right, since 
is commutative, and suppose 
is commutative, then 
MOK&* - M @ X;-’ - M 0 J%m+ 
1 1 
M@“+l@ U M@mf zM@“@U 
is commutative. 
The augmentation I?,, --t P, gives rise to quisms: 
s 
Hom(&, , V) z HomU’, , V), V E R-Mod, 
and 
I 
v@K**rV@P*, V E Mod-R. 
The construction of I& and the formulae (1) and (2) will now give us two 
spectral sequences: 
EF = Ext”(U, M($)M, V) g E&w((U,f), (K ON, U, V E R-Mod, 
Ei:, = Tor,( V, M(p)M, U) z TorF”(( V, 0), (U, f)), 
(3) 
U E R-Mod, 
V E Mod-R. (4) 
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Remark 1. We may regard a module over R x M as a pair [V, 21, where 
V E R-Mod and g”: V -+ HomR(M, V) satisfying Hom(M, g”) J = 0. If 
we do so, we can dualize the construction of standard resolutions and the 
complex R, * . Starting with the adjoint formula Hom,x,(( U, 0), (V, g)) = 
Hom,( U, ker B), we get the spectral sequence: 
Ey = Ext*(U, M(p)M, V) : Ext&(( U, 0), (V, g)). 
Remark 2. It is easy to see (by using Corollary 1.2), that a map 
f : M @ U-t U induces maps Tor,( V, M( p)M, U) -+ Tor,( V, M(p - l)M, U) 
for every p > I,4 > 0. This is the first differential R& + Ri-ia . (There is of 
course a similar interpretation of the first differential of (3).) 
5. DEGENERATION OF THE SPECTRAL SEQUENCES (3) AND (4) IF f  = 0 
When we have proved that all differentials are zero if f = 0, the main 
result of this paper will follow (cf. remark at the end of Section 3). 
THEOREM. lgldim R x M < n 9 Ext*( U, M(p)M, V) = 0, for all 
p,q>Osuchthatp+q=n+l,andforallU,V~R-Mod. 
wgldim R x M < n 9 Tor,( V, M(p)M, U) = 0, for all p, q > 0 such 
that p + q = n + 1, all U E R-Mod and all V E Mod-R. 
COROLLARY 5.1. lgldim R x M < cc o lgldim R < co, and 3N: 
Tor,(M(N)M) = 0, for all i 3 0. 
wgldim R x M < co * wgldim R < w, and 3N: Tori(M(N)M) = 0, 
for all i 3 0. 
Proof of Corollary 5.1. We prove the first assertion (the other is similar). 
j Suppose lgldim R x M = n < co. The theorem implies that 
Ext12+l( U, V) = 0, for all U, V E R-Mod, hence, lgldim R < n. Put U = R 
and for i 3 0 choose an injective Vi such that Tor,(M(n + l)M) C Vi . The 
theorem implies that 
Exti(R, M(n + 1) M, Vi) = 0, for all i 3 0 q 
Hom(Tori(M(n + l)M), Vi) = 0, for all i 3 0 * 
Tori(M(n + l)M) = 0, for all i 3 0. 
-G Suppose lgldim R = t < co and Tor,(M(N)M) = 0 for all i 3 0. 
Claim. lgldim R x M < Nt + N - 1. 
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Proof. Tor,(Tor,(M(N)M), n/l) g Tor,(M(N + l)M), hence, 
Tor&V(j)M) = 0, for all i > 0, j > N. 
Tor,(M, Tor,(M(jW, U)) z Tor,(M(j + l)M, U), U E R--1Clod. 
With induction, it follows that, forj > 1, 
Tor,(M(j)M, U) = 0, for all q > jt, and all UE R-Mod. 
Ext’(Tor,(M(y)M, U), V) z Ext”+*( U, M(Y)M, V), U, V E R-Mod, 
hence, p + q + r > Nt + N - 1 
*r>N-l,orp>t,or(q>(N-l)t,andy<N-1). 
In all these three cases, we conclude from above that 
Ext’+*(U, M(r)M, V) = 0. 
From the theorem we get lgldim R x M 4 Nt + N - 1. 
COROLLARY 5.2 (cf. [I 1, Theorem 41). Suppose Tori(M@y, M) = 0, for all 
i>l,r>1.Then,lgldimR~M~n~R*Hom(M@~@~,-)=O,for 
all p, q > 0, such that p + q = n + 1. 
wgIdimR~M<noL,(.@M@P@-)=O,forallp,q>Osuch 
thatp+q =n+ 1. 
Proof. Propositions 2.3 and 2.4. 
COROLLARY 5.3. lgldim R x M < 1 o 
(a) lgldim R < 1, (b) MR.@& 
(c) MOM = 0, (d) M @ Uprojective for all U E R-Mod. 
(This was first proved by Reiten [13, Proposition 2.3.31.) 
Proof. lgldim R x M < 1 o 
Ext*(., M(p)M, -) = 0, for all p, q 2 0, such that p + q = 2. 
p = 0, q = 2: Ext2(., -) = 0 o lgldim R < 1, 
p = l,q = 1: R1(M @ ., -) = 0, 
Er = Ext’(Tor,(M, .), -) z X”(M @ *, -), 
El0 = El0 
2 03, Ep zz 0 3 E,2O zz: 0 3 ET = Ezl 
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Hence, Rl(iW @ ., -) = 0 0 Extl(M @ ., -) = 0, and 
Hom(Tor,(IM @ a), -) = 0 o 
M @ U, projective for all U E R-Mod and MR flat. 
p = 2, q = 0: M@M=O. Q.E.D. 
It is also easy to derive equivalent conditions to lgldim R x M < 2. 
It turns out to be eight conditions, and these will be found in [12, 
Theorem 41, where the proof, however, is quite different. 
To prove the theorem, we start with a general lemma concerning spectral 
sequences arsising from double complexes. This is just another formulation 
of the definitions in Godement [6], more suitable for the case of double 
complexes. It also can be seen as a direct translation of the definitions in [3]. 
Let Wpq, d’, d”lp,qEZ be a double complex with d’d” + d”d’ = 0 and 
Wn, 4nez the associated simple complex. Consider the filtration 
FpK = u KrS 
r>?, ( 
K = u K” . 
?EZ 1 
Godement makes the following definitions: 
d,” induced by d: Zy -+ ZF+’ q-r+‘. Now, we define 27, BF, i?F, d,” as 
follows: 
zy= x,EKpq:3xieK”+iq-i1 <i<r-1, 
I 
such that d(xx,)tFP+‘K/, 
i%= x,EK’q:3yiEKp-iq+i--10~iir-11, r 
I 
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Proof. There is a natural map f: Zp + EF’, indeed, f( C xi) = go. 
i<O 
implies that f induces a map j: EF -+ I!??. It is evident that f is surjective’ 
Suppose &s xi E Zp and f (Ci>s xi) = 0. Then, there exists yi such that 
Cy,~Fp++iKandd(CyJ - X~EF p+lK. C xi = (C xi - d(Cy,)) + d(C yi). 
The first term is in 2::: ‘+l, and the second is in dZF:[+l Qfr-2. It is evident 
that J commutes with the differentials. The rest of the lemma is a simple 
verification. Q.E.D. 
We now construct a very special type of double complexes, which will be 
of interest for our purposes. 
Let {Yi)ipz be a family of complexes, and for each i, &: Yi t SY,,i a map 
of complexes. We get a double complex L * * : 
Lp* = 
[ 
Y *ey P :+1 I i2 ;:,)I 
(i.e. L ‘* is the mapping cone of 4,) and LP* -+ LP+l* is given by the natural 
composition: 
LEMMA 5.2. Consider the p-Jiltration for L** and suppose it is regular 
(e.g., Lpq = 0 for q < 0), then, dy = 0, for all r 3 1, and all p, q ifl H’J(+,), 
mono for all p, q. 
Proof. Without any loss of generality, we put p = q = 0 and derive an 
equivalent condition to d, pp = 0 for all r 3 1. By Lemma 5.1, this is equivalent 
to Zoo = 2” for all r > 1 1 c 
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Suppose (x0 , y,,) E z:,“. This means that 
do%0 + $090 = 0 
4ro = 0 I 
i.e., I+#)( $J = 0. 
Suppose (x0 , ~~‘0) E 2 ,“. Then, there exists (x1, JJJ E Y;l@ Y;’ such that 
i.e., there is & E H( Y;‘) such that H(dIo)( yI) = ji, . 
The generalization is obvious: (x0 , yo) E 2:’ - there is ~r-r E H( YG~+~) 
such that H(c$~O) 0 ... 0 H(&.I:a)(~r,_,) = y. (and (x0 , ~~‘0) E 2,“). But the 
filtration is regular, hence, Y;“+’ = 0 for r large enough. Hence, zy = 2: 
for all r 9 H(#J~‘) mono. Q.E.D. 
The complex Horn@?,, , V) that gives rise to the spectral sequence (3) is 
of the type, that is treated in Lemma 5.2. 
Let 4”: X:-:-l + SX,n n 3 0 (X-,’ = P*) be the map that defines R,, 
(as the mapping cone of 4%). We must prove that H Hom(d”, V) is mono for 
every rz. %, -+ U-+ 0 is a projective resolution. Hence, H&,,) = 0 for 
i 3 1. o+x*0+Ko* -+ P, + 0 is exact. This gives a long exact sequence: 
+ HiCRO*>+ Hdp*) 
Hi(@) 
- Hi-1(X*‘) + Hi-l(RO*) + "' 
Hence, Hi(+O), iso for i > 2. 
+ 0 + H,(P*) - H1w) H,(X*O) -+ fJo(Ko*) + fJoP*) 
is exact, and 
G* -x*o- o* R 
1 1 
M@U f ’ u, 
commutes, so the composition Ho&,) -+ Ho(X,O) + Ho@,,) is equal toJ 
But ~o(hJ + Ho(X,“) . IS e I, and therefore, f = 0 implies that H,(X,O) + P’ 
Ho(Ko,) is zero. From the exactness of the sequence above we get H,($O) iso. 
To summarize, we have for 4”: do0 = 0 and H,(#O) iso for i > 1. 
Hom(+%, V): Hom(XTl, V) c Hom(SX.+n, V). 
Let V--+1,* be an injective resolution of V, and define inductively Ii* 
481/39/I-20 
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as an injective resolution of Hom(M, I,‘-i) i > 1. By Lemma 4.1 we have a 
diagram, commutative modulo homotopy: 
X$-l dn l SX,” 
This yields the following diagrams, all commutative modulo homotopy: 
Hom(X”,-‘, V) 4 Elomb”, v) Hom(SX,“, I’) 
is 
s Hom(X$-‘, I,,*) < I Hom(SX**, I,*) 
I Hom(M @ X%“, I,,*) - s Hom(M @ SX:-‘, I,*) 
s Hom(X;-2, Hom(M, I,,*)) - s Hom(SX;-‘, Hom(M, lo*)) 
s Hom(K2, I,*) 4 s Hom( SX$-l, 1i *) 
s Hom(P, , I,*) 4jHOITI(d”.f,*) I Hom(SX,O, I,*). 
It follows that it is enough to prove that H j Hom(+O, I,*) is mono, and this 
will follow from 
LEMMA 5.3. Let 4: K** -+L ** be a map of double complexes in the Jirst 
quadrant. Consider the spectral sequence arising from the q-filtration. Suppose 
Ew is -P and E,pPW is an isomorphism for p > 0 and every q. Then, 
H(J+): H J K** -+ H JL** is MO. 
Proof. We use induction over r to prove that 
I 
FM) mono 
all 4, 
ET’(+) is0 p > 0 
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for r 3 2. For every r > 2, we have the commutative diagram: 
EP+~-lu--r(K)e~ 
r -TV) - E:-"+1 q+YK) 
is0 
1 
.$%b) 
1 I 
mono 
E;+r-l+?(L) p> E?(L) - Ef-“+l q+“(L). 
By diagram chasing, we get: 
Erp”(+) mono 5 E7p+p1($) mono 
Ep(+) iso * Er$($) iso. 
Hence, Ez($) is mono for p = 0, and iso for p > 0. Since the filtration is 
regular (finite) it follows that H(J$) is mono. 
This ends the proof of the degeneration of (3). The proof of the same for (4) 
is dual. In that case, we consider the double complex V OR,, and use the 
dual forms of Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3. 
6. AN APPLICATION 
Let (R, m) be a commutative noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m, 
and residue-field k = R/m. The Poincan-series for R is defined by PR(z) = 
xs?=, B&, where Bi = d’ rmlc Tor,R(k, k). For a finitely generated R-module 
M, we define PRM(z) = CzT,, BiMxi, where BiM = dim, ToQ(k, M). Observe 
that R x M is again a commutative noetherian local ring with the same 
residue-field k, and M acts trivially on k as R x M-module. Thus, k is of the 
form (k, 0) so the spectral sequence (4) degenerates (with U = I’ = k and 
f  = 0). Hence, 
dim, TortXM(k, k) = dim, GrTorfXM(k, k) 
= 2=n 
dim, Tor,(k, M(p)M, k). 
Choose minimal projective resolutions P, of k, and P,M of M. 
Tor,(k, M(p)M, k) = H,(k @ P$fap @ P.+.) = (k @ P$!@’ @ P.J, . 
Thus, dim, Tor,a(k, M(p)M, k) = [(PRM(z))P * PR(z)lq , where [*I, means the 
qth coefficient in the corresponding series. 
dim, Torp”(k, k) = i [z”(PRM(z))” P,&z)]~ . 
p=o 
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Hence, 
P&&z) = P&)(1 + zR,M(z) + (XPRM(Z))2 + “.) 
= P&)(1 - 29‘$+))-1. 
APPENDIX: NOMENCLATURE 
R = a ring with identity. 
R-Mod = the category of left R-modules. 
Mod-R = the category of right R-modules. 
V = an abelian category. 
2- = x(U) = the category of complexes over V with differential of degree 
+1. 
T-+(,X-) = the full subcategory of %? consisting of complexes K* with 
Kn = 0 for 71 < 0 (n > 0). 
Let X*, Y*, Z* be objects in s. 0 + X* + Y* -+ Z* + 0 is called 
semisplit if 0 -+ Xn --+ Yn --f Z” + 0 is split exact for every n. 
SX* = the “suspension” of X*, i.e., (SX*)” = Xn-l, d,, = -d,, . 
A map between complexes f, is called a quasi-isomorphism or quism if 
H(f) is iso. 
f: X* z Y* = the notation for a quism. 
f: X* q Y* = called an injectiwe resolution if Yn is injective for every n. 
An injective resolution in 3?+ is called an injective resolution in category- 
sense. 
[X*, Y*] = the set of homotopy classes of chain maps of degree zero. 
[f ] = the homotopy class off: X* + Y* 
SK ** = the associated simple complex to a double complex K** 
IM(p)M = short for iVl, M,..., M with p copies of M 
MOT = short for M @ ... @ M, r factors 
N = the set of natural numbers 
2 = the ring of integers. 
= the identity map. 
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